Abstract-This paper discusses a large-scale and long-term mapping and localization scenario using the maplab opensource framework
I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Building, maintaining and localizing against a large-scale map is a key capability for numerous autonomous systems. Mobile robots depend on a precise 6-DoF pose within the known environment to perform navigation, path planning and interaction. Robust estimates of the current location and the structure nearby help to act faster and more efficiently. A reliable lifelong mapping system paves a way for long-term autonomy of the agents.
However, large-scale maps, collected over long periods of time contain thousands of keyframes and millions of 3D landmarks. This large number of elements leads to excessive CPU and memory consumption while processing the maps. Furthermore, it slows down and degrades the performance of localization queries, as the algorithm needs to comb through a large database and often returns outliers.
Accurate vision-based reconstruction at city scale has been demonstrated by the research community, even using images harvested from the web [1] [2] . Using 3d reconstructions to retrieve a precise 6-DoF pose has been discussed in many works e.g. Sattler et al. [3] . Such approaches have been adopted by the robotics community and combined with visual-inertial odometry [4] and online map tracking [5] . Most of the research in visual-inertial estimation focuses on single session mapping at building scale without place recognition capabilities [6] [7] .
In [8] , Schneider et al. introduced maplab 1 , a researchoriented visual-inertial mapping and localization framework. The system was evaluated on a large multi-session dataset of Zurich's old town. In this paper, we would like to extend this evaluation by a long-term scenario. Overall, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We survey the specific design of the maplab framework that supports large-scale long-term mapping,
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II. METHODOLOGY This section presents the methodology used by the maplab framework to process and re-use large-scale maps. In II-A, we describe the map building stage and introduce the specific adaptations that are targeted at handling multi-session, longterm and large-scale visual-inertial maps. In II-B, we briefly present the descriptor-based localization system used for experiments. All operations presented below can be executed directly within the maplab console.
A. Building a consistent, large-scale map
Collecting data: The maps can be recorded using any synchronized visual-inertial sensor, such as a Google Tango Yellowstone tablet or Intel ZR300 sensors. The data is processed using ROVIOLI in the VIO mode (see [8] ) and loaded as a single map to maplab.
Redundant keyframe removal: The maplab framework offers an option to keyframe the map, i.e. discard frames that contain mostly redundant information with neighbouring frames and are thus not relevant for maintaining a consistent map geometry. The keyframes are selected based on:
• maximum translation and rotation between frames,
• maximum number of consecutive removed frames, • and a minimum number of co-observed landmarks.
Filtering of unreliable landmarks: The maps are further optimized by detecting possibly unreliable landmarks. The subsequent operations ignore landmarks with a small number of observers (less than 4), small disparity angle between observations (less than 5
• ) and a distance from the observer that is excessively large.
Efficient rigid alignment of the maps: The separate trajectories resulting from each recording are then rigidly prealigned. The system uses an efficient loop-detector engine to probe for possible correspondences between each pair of trajectories. The matches are used to estimate a relative 6-DoF transformation between the trajectories. The pairwise querying ensures even trajectories with a limited overlap can be correctly anchored in the global frame.
Robust posegraph relaxation: Significant geometric discrepancies between trajectories are rectified using robust posegraph optimization [9] . The corrected geometry improves the convergence of the the subsequent full-batch optimization.
Merging landmarks: The next step consists of merging the duplicated 3D landmarks. The loop-detector engine is used to merge corresponding landmarks and the keyframelandmark observation backlinks are updated accordingly.
Refining the geometry: After merging the landmarks, the geometry of the map is further refined using a full-batch visual-inertial weighted least-squares optimization.
Summarizing the map: Finally, only the landmarks useful for localization are retained by the map summarization [10] .
B. Localization against the large-scale map
Our localization system is based on the principle of the 2D-3D matching [3] , i.e. identifying the correspondences between the current query frame and the prior 3D model.
Descriptor matching: The matches are established using BRISK descriptors that are projected to an Euclidean space and retrieved using an inverted multi index [5] . Finally, the matches are filtered based on covisibility information.
6-DoF pose estimation: The matches are then passed to a pose estimation module that consists of a PnP RANSAC. The consensus method filters outliers and provides an accurate 6-DoF pose. This pose can be directly used by algorithms such as planning or navigation.
III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Building a consistent, large-scale map
To evaluate the maplab framework, we have recorded more than 16km of trajectories in 45 sessions covering the Zurich Old Town area. The recordings were collected over two days.
The maps were then processed on a single PC in less than 10h. The full-batch optimization was the most demanding task with the peak memory consumption of 12.9 GB and took 512.3s per iteration. The resulting map contains 435k landmarks, 7.3M descriptors, over 21k keyframes and aligns well with the city geometry (see figure 1) . 
B. Long-term localization
To verify the long-term localization performance, about 6 months later we have collected an additional dataset of 521m length that contains 1796 frames. Each of the frames was queried against the map (section III-A), which required 28ms on average. A default loop-closure plugin with default settings was used. The maplab framework correctly retrieved poses of over 20% of the frames (362 frames), as presented in figure 2 . No false positive results (10m radius) were returned.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This work presents large-scale mapping and localization capabilities of the open-source maplab framework. We have introduced the specific features that permit to accommodate maps that span over few city blocks. We have also demonstrated that a long-term localization within a large-scale map is feasible and leads to a correct co-registration.
